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Purpose and Contribution in 
Editing Naval Documents: 

A General Appreciation 

There is no question that the standards and reputation of naval 
history, as a field of academic enquiry, need improvement. One im· 
portant way to do this is to improve the available source material 
and to point the way toward critical appreciation of naval docu· 
ments. Well·edited volumes of naval papers can do this. They can 
smooth the way for general readers and for beginning students; they 
can improve the available source materials for popular writers: and 
they can provide a selection of key source materials which constitute 
the basis of new interpretations. Documentary publications are par· 
ticularly important for naval history, a field which depends equally 
upon personal insights from private papers as well as on the release 
and interpretative analysis of official, government documents. 

The editing and publication of historical documents has been a 
widespread feature in many countries and in many languages, but 
the publication of naval documents has become largely an Anglo. 
American tradition. Historians working in French, Dutch, and Span· 
ish language materials have made important contributions, but 
their effort has not been sustained over so long a period or so large a 
body of published documents. Despite the common interest among 
English·speaking historians, however, the attitude, approach, and 
history of naval documents publications in Britain and the Untied 
States differ considerably. 

In the United States, government archives have traditionally been 
open to scholars and to the public, although problems in the release 
of classified documents have created difficulties in the 1980s and 
1990s. In the early nineteenth century, both the state and federal 
governments placed greater emphasis on tbe publication of docu· 
ments as the principal means of their preservation than on the care 
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and arrangement of the original papers. As early as 1823, John Bran
nan published the Official Letters of the Military and Naval Officers 
of the United States during the War with great Britain in the Years 
1812,1813,1814, and 1815. His claim that they were copied from or 
compared with the originals in the W31' and Navy Departments re
flected an open-door policy at the archives, even if his work lacked 
more modern eclitorial standards. 

His work was followed by the government sponsored collection of 
American State Papers published during the period 1834--1861 by 
Seaton and Gale which included three large volumes on naval affairs 
covering the first forty years of the republic's history.' 

In 1884 Congress appropriated funds to begin work on the publi
cation of The Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies 
in the War of the Rebellion, following the path already established by 
an Army series. The first of the thirty-one naval volumes appeared 
in 1894, beginning a continuing process of government publication 
that has included documents on American naval operations in the 
Spanish-American War, the Quasi-War with France, the Barbary 
War, the War of 1812, and the American Revolution 2 

This emphasis on publishing these older documents received great 
emphasis with the personal interest of President Franklin Roo
sevelt. In 1913, as Assistant Secretary of the Navy, he had "cIiscov
ered" the Navy's oldest records under the eaves of the old State-War
Navy building and personally supported the proper housing of the 
office of Naval Records. In 1934, he even requested Congress to es
tablish a special fund to print naval documentsa Through its docu
mentary publishing programs, the U.S. Navy's Naval Historical Cen
ter and its predecessor offices have made their most substantial and 
enduring contribution. 

Despite this large-scale program by the U.S . Navy, the publication 
of documents by scholarly societies, university, and other presses has 
been intermittent at best. The Naval History Society, which was 
formed for the purpose of publishing docllments relating to Ameri
can naval history, published only eleven volumes in its twenty-year 
life span. The U .S. Naval Institute published only four titles in the 
"Naval Letters Series" it began in 1964, before that idea withered 
away. Other presses have published the occasional volume of naval 
documents, but more often than not they are items from associated 
libraries and archives and not a sustained effort toward the study of 
naval history. 

In England, the situation has been quite clifferent. The Admiralty 
archives were completely closed until 1879 when John Knox Laug-
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hton was given personal permission to consult naval records up to 
1815. In 1885, the records up to 1805 were opened to the public for 
the first time, and two years later, the documents up to 1815 were 
added' Beyond the documents presented to Parliament and pub
lished over the years in its journals and in Command Papers, the Ad
miralty has never undertaken a sustained effort to edit or publish 
historical documents relating to the Royal Navy. Faced with this 
situation, Rear Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge and Sir John Knox 
Laughton formed the idea in 1892 to publish naval manuscripts 
through a private society." On 13 June 1893, the Navy Records Soci
ety was formed to publish material for subscribing members. Inter
estingly enough, the only American founder-member was Captain 
Caspar Goodrich, USN,s who in 1911 founded the Naval History So
ciety in New York for a similar purpose. 

The British government began to publish some fundamental his
torical manuscripts as early as 1767 with the Rotuli Parliamento
rum and the Domesday Book in 1783. In 1800, the Record Commis
sion was established, followed by the Senate Paper Commission in 
1825. The publication of The Rolls series began in 1858. In Britain, 
as in America, official publication of historical documents predated 
private initiative. In Britain, however, there was an additional de
velopment. 

Since the 1830s and 40s, scholars and antiquarians had estab
lished a number of societies to print ''historical books which no pub
lisher would risk."7 Among them were the Surtees Society, The Cam
den Society, The Percy Society, The Hakluyt Society, and later the 
English History Text Society and the Roxburgh Club. The Navy 
Records Society took as its models the Camden Society and the Hak
luyt Society,8 both of which had already published items of interest 
to potential members of the Navy Records Society. 

The Navy Records Society's first volume appeared in 1894. Edited 
by Laughton, it documented the defeat of the Spanish Armada. Mer 
making these documents available in print for the first time, Laug
hton declared "it will henceforth be impossible for anyone wishing to 
pose as an historical writer, to repeat the transparent fictions wruch 
had grown up round the memory of our victory."· 

For more than a century, the Navy Records Society has been the 
most important organization in the scholarly study of British naval 
rustory. In the more than 140 volumes the Society has published in 
that span of time, include documents from the thirteenth century 
through World War II, including official reports and personal papers 
that provide information on a wide range of topics. As a body of ma-
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terial, it is interesting to compare and contrast the Navy Records So
ciety volumes with the material produced by the U_S. Navy's histor
ical office in exactly the same period. The means of publication and 
the method of finance have had an obvious effect on the emphasis 
and approach to the topic_ The U.S. Navy's focus has been largely on 
the record of naval operations and battle. Through sustained work 
over many years, a full record of documents has been produced by 
government-paid historians. The Secretary of the Navy declared, as 
early as 1885, that "the ultimate object of publication was to place 
the navy's Civil War record in a permanent and accessible form 
where it can be referred to by the naval service, by the executive and 
legislative departments of the government in their efforts to insure 
the highest efficiency in the Navy . . .. "'0 Over the years, the Navy 
has continued to note the professional and current relevance of its 
historical work for those in active service." That very same purpose 
for naval history was always at the center in Laughton's mind: ''To 
know what the men of old did, and why and how tbey did it, to know 
that they failed in doing, and why and how they failed , is the best of 
all guides for achieving success or avoieling failure."" 

Laughton's younger disciples, Julian Corbett and Herbert Rich
mond, echoed these thoughts in the volumes which they eelited for the 
Navy Records Society. In contrast to work in America, however, the 
Navy Records Society volumes came to be eelited increasingly by aca
demics and scholars whose primary interests lay beyond the practi
cal needs of the naval service. This difference in eelitorial aim com
bined with the fact that tbe scholarly work was given to the society 
without remuneration produced pressure for an increasing selectiv
ity in approach. Throughout its history, the Navy Records Society has 
been a group with varied interests within the field of naval history. In 
order to meet the demands of its members, the Society faces great 
pressure to issue volumes on varying topics, from varying eras. In
stead of long sustained series on naval operations, based on official 
elispatches, the Navy Records Society has produced volumes on se
lected topics, particular operations, papers relating to a single ineli
vidual, and themes such as administration, law, social history and 
health as well as memoirs, journals, pamphlets and treatises and 
other documents that fit conveniently into single volumes. In one re
spect, it has had no clear policy, beyond taking the best of what is of
fered. By contrast, official publications are free to serve scholarly and 
professional interests in historical research untroubled by the sales 
market. The Navy Records Society, however, is far more able to meet 
the demands of changing academic interests and eelitorial practices 
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while the long-term projects supported by the government find them
selves perpetuating methods and subjects chosen long ago. 

The general differences in approach between naval documents 
published in America and those published in Britain are fundamen
tally created by the circumstances of publication. The student of 
American naval rustory has been better served than his British coun
terpart with information on general naval operations, but more 
poorly supplied witb insights from private papers, and documents on 
administration, social history and other themes. Elting Morison's 
"Naval Administration: Selected Documents on Navy Department 
Organization, 1915-1940" remains unpublished in the Navy De
partment Library. 

Some of these topics are included in various series of documents 
which have been published for students in other areas, for example, 
the Naval War College's International Law "Blue Books" include vol
umes of documents as well as legal studies and law situations'3 

Naval documents touching diplomatic affairs may be found in series 
such as The Foreign Relations of the United States, British and For
eign State Papers, and Documents on British Foreign Policy. Simi
larly, there is important naval material to be found in the published 
diplomatic papers of allied powers. By the nature of the subject, the 
naval historian can find much valuable material within the bound
aries of other historical specialties. "If national history may be com
pared to a cake, the different layers which are different aspects of na
tionallife, then," as one overly quoted statement has it, "naval history 
is not a layer, but a slice of that cake."14 The scope ranges from in
dustrial history to the history of science. Indeed some of the most 
valuable material has been published in the papers ofleaders who at 
one time or another held a political appointment as a naval secretary. 
On the American side, the presidential papers of Theodore Roosevelt 
and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as well as the papers of Secretaries 
of the Navy John D. Long, Josephus Daniels and James Forrestal l 5 

offer some sidelights into naval administration while their main 
thrust illuminates the broader political process. For British history, 
the companion volumes to Martin Gilbert's biography of Winston 
Churchill add a similar perspective,16 although the administrative 
insight is more common in British naval rustory. 

Despite its necessary connection to other areas, naval history re
mains a recognizable special subject dealing with the use of armed 
force at sea. The published rustorical documents which can be iden
tified as primarily of interest to naval historians fall into six main 
categories: (1) documents on general naval history; (2) documents on 
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a specified theme; (3) documents relating to a single individual; (4) 
manuscripts of book length such as journals, diaries, letter books, 
treatises; (5) multivolume series of operational dispatches; and (6) 
calendars of manuscripts. There are additional categories, such as 
microfilm publication, but they are largely differences of form rather 
than content. They are important, and deserve separate considera· 
tion . On the surface, however, the approach among aU these cate
gories ranges from the greatest care in selection and interpretation 
to "print everything." 

GENERAL NAVAL HISTORY 
Tbere bave been only two volumes of Select Naval Documents 

which were designed to illuminate a long span of history, the 1922 
volume by Hodges and Hughes and the 1993 volume issued to com
memorate the centenary of the Navy Records Society.17 Both are 
source books for the history of t he Royal Navy and designed to sup
plement interpretive readings for students. Hodges and Hughes saw 
their purpose as "the provision of colour and the heightening of the 
personal aspect" as well as the more serious issues involved in 
"smoothing the approach to a highly technical subject" and giving 
"concrete illustrations of the limiting condition of sea warfare."IB 
Seventy years later, the Navy Records Society editors saw their role 
in a more sophisticated light, seeing their work as providing key doc
uments that illustrated the best current interpretations of naval his
tory as weU as a stimulus to further archival research. 

Students must have a sound basis of history before they can use 
and appreciate the reading of historical documents. Certainly, ad
vanced students at schools and universities should have an appreci
ation of documents, although this approach to teaching has been 
much more common in England than in America. Students without 
a proper foundation, however, can find themselves with too much, too 
soon, bewildered by the mass of details that they fail to correlate. 
However, the use of documents in teaching history is important, par
ticularly in training future professionals. As one historian explained, 
''Reading history ready-made is to making out oneself from docu
ments what looking on at a footbaU match is to playing the game one
self, or what reading a detective story is to tracking out a criminal."19 
Documents are the foundation and the evidence upon which broader 
historical interpretations are made. Published, critical editions of 
them are an essential means by which they may be more widely 
used, be more accessible, and be more thoroughly examined and un-
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rian encounters rather than on specific historical events. Another 
variant on the thematic approach is the publication of related charts, 
paintings, and drawings, treating them as historical documents as 
well as works of art. One of the most successful examples of this is 
the related work of Andrew David and Rudiger Joppien in a variety 
of publications, from various presses, relating to Captain James 
Cook's thl'ee Pacific voyages.24 

PAPERSOFANINDnnDUAL 
The third category of published naval documents are tbose culled 

from tbe papers of a single individual. One or two deal witb a single 
theme, such as Pitcairn Jones's volume of the Edward Codrington 
papers, Piracy in the Levant 1827-28. 25 More commonly, however, 
such volumes take a more biographical approach and are devoted to 
the major period of a subject's career or representative of his entire 
life. Usually these volumes are devoted to great men or at least those 
who have held higb office at interesting times. In this category, we 
encounter most of the great names of British naval history: Hawke, 
Vernon, Nelson, Warren, Collingwood, Sandwich, Spencer, JeUicoe, 
Fisher, Beatty, Keyes, Somerville, Cunningham, and many others. 
For the American Navy, there are far fewer, with substantial selec
tions from only the Samuel F, DuPont, Maban, Jobn Paul Jones, and 
Gustavus Fox papers. The editors who undertake sucb projects have 
taken differing views. Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas devoted seven vol
umes to Nelson and tried to publisb everything he could find. "Where 
genius exists, and where no great and absorbing feeling occupies the 
mind," Nicolas wrote, "the most insignificant, as well as the most 
studies and important letter, be81's more or less of its impress: tbus, 
there is scarcely a note of Nelson's that does not contain some word 
or line, or sentence, indicative" of his genius.26 In his volumes of 
Fisher letters, Arthur Marder took the opposite view: "Completeness 
for the sake of completeness is a pedantic ideal that I reject, I bave 
been 'ruthless, and remorseless' (in the best Fisher tradition) in 
pruning passages and eliminating hundreds of letters of little or no 
interest or importance."27 

Both editors have had theil' work supplemented by the publication 
of additional volumes on both Nelson and Fisher, but looking at their 
work, one can readily see the difference. Nicolas has tried to let the 
documents speak for themselves while Marder asks his reader to ac
cept his own judgment and criteria; Nicolas wanted the reader to 
form his own judgment, but Marder gives us only his own estimate. 
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I doubt tbat there will ever be a happy meeting ground between 
those two points of view. Marder can easily be convicted of over
severity in editing, while the value of Nicolas's work is lessened, in 
one respect, by its very completeness. Few professional naval men 
have taken the time to study its bulk, leaving it to the professional 
historian. As John Knox Laughton implied in publishing a one-vol
ume selection from Nicolas, both approaches may be needed. 

Among the editions published in Britain, the volumes ofletters of 
a single individual, tend to be a selection of incoming and outgoing 
letters in an exchange of correspondence, but typically the very few 
editions published in America, such as the Mahan and the S. F 
DuPont letters have emphasized the outgoing letters from the pen of 
the individual concerned28 

BOOK-LENGTH MANUSCRIPTS 
The fourth category of documents includes manuscript books, 

more modern versions of what scholars of ancient and medieval his
tory might call a codex. For our purposes in naval history, they range 
from journals, such as Barlow's seventeenth-century volumes which 
paint so vivid a picture of sea life, to treatises such as Boteler's Dia
logues on maritime affairs, Monson's Naval Tracts. For the eigh
teenth century, such works include the History of the Russian Fleet 
during the Reign of Peter The Great, and Penrose's memoir of James 
Trevenen's active career in both American and Russian waters."29 
This is the most common form of published naval document and it 
contains among it one of he great pieces of English literature, The 
Diary of Samuel Pepys. The new eleven-volume edition of this ex
tremely difficult manuscript is a model of scholarship that must 
serve as an inspiration to all document editors.3o Pepys's diary opens 
a marvelous perspective into the administrative life of the navy in 
seventeenth-century London. For the pathos and humor of a sailor's 
life in the same period, one should not overlook The Diary of Henry 
Teonge, "one of the most human and entertaining in that golden age 
of diarists."31 

One may also find letter books, sketch books, journals, autobi
ographies, memoirs and logbooks in this the largest category of pub
lished naval documents. In general they are the easiest of all types 
of documents to edit since their form and shape are already deter
mined, yet they need transcription, elucidation, indexing and, just as 
important, a scholarly introduction which gives he volume its place 
in the literature, explaining its importance and contribution. 
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Procedures and the technical aspects of the craft of editing are ex
tremely important and must be considered in evaluating published 
documents. These procedures are well known and must be adhered 
to, for they are the elements that bring quality to craftsmanship.32 
We have examples of bad craftsmanship among historical documents 
which discredit the use of the published documents. Among the 
atrocities in English naval history is Oscar Browning's faculty tran
scription of the Journal of Sir George Rooke.33 American naval his
torians have had to contend with the far murkier history of The Di
ary of Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy under Abraham Lincoln. 
Fortunately, the Diary has been reedited and the fabrications, addi
tions and omissions of the 1911 edition corrected by Howard K. 
Beale.34 Others have suffered from such overzealous elucidation that 
the manuscript is lost in the annotation.35 

In most cases naval documents have been published in strictly 
chronological order, but in editing the Spencer Papers for the Navy 
Records Society, Julian Corbett suggested that a thematic approach 
would be much more useful. "A simple chronological presentation 
would have been easy enough," he wrote, ''but would have scarcely 
served the purpose for which the Society exists. If such papers are to 
be of real and general service in illustrating the principles of naval 
and maritime warfare an arrangement by subject is imperative."36 

With the same purpose in mind, John D. Hayes presented his se
lection from the letters of Samuel Francis DuPont in chronological 
order, but hoped that their publication would draw attention to ne
glected naval subjects, "such as logistics, prize captures and the 
blockade, or to general problems suggested by career-versus-civilian 
contention for control of naval operations, by political influences 
upon the conduct of the naval war, and by early efforts at interser
vice cooperation."37 

MULTIVOLUME SERIES OF 
OPERATIONAL DISPATCHES 

In the fifth category of publications, the U.S. Navy's series on The 
Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies, The Barbary 
Wars. and The Quasi War with France have dominated. The two most 
recent series, Naval Documents of the American Revolution and The 
Naval War of 1812, have widened the focus slightly and considered 
some aspects beyond the operational records of battles and engage
ments. The Naval War of 1812 volumes, in particular, are much more 
selective in their approach as well as more thematic.38 
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There are no multivolume series of twentieth century operational 
documents. The vast range and quantity of such documents present 
a difficult problem of selection, but the fact that many of these docu
ments were produced on a typewriter presents an opportunity. In 
their sixty-eight-volume series, the editors of the "War Diary of the 
German Naval Staff, 1939-45" have employed an innovative ap
proach. In this case, the editors reproduced the document as a pho
tographic facsimile, adding notes at the end of each volume.39 Their 
approach could be a model for others who deal with similar types of 
documents that are typewritten and uniform in their layout. 

THE CALENDAR 
The final category is the calendar form of editing. In tbis form , doc

uments are not quoted verbatim, but are abstracts with occasional 
extracts from individual documents. The editors of the British 
Calendar of State Papers developed a form which provided so much 
data that they came to be regarded as substitutes for the documents 
themselves. British practices in calendaring documents were adop
ted widely in the United States, but in recent years, they have fallen 
out of favor. In America, they have not been used for naval docu
ments, although in England the London Record Society published in 
1983 a calendar of Trinity House Transactions, some of which have 
great naval interest.4o 

In search for form and unity, other editors bave attempted to in
tersperse descriptive passages and explanatory text between se
lected document entries. Louis Jennings employed this method in 
the Croker Papers4l and following Martin Blumenson's successful 
approach to the papers of General George S. Patton, Craig Symonds 
used tbe same idea in his Charleston Blockade4 2 Others have taken 
greater liberties with documents, bringing varying types together, 
piecing together extracts from letters, dairies and reports, into an 
arrangement that attempts to make a unified and more readable 
narrative than if the documents were published separately and in 
full. 43 

TRANSCRIPTS, PHOTOCOPIES, 
AND MICROFILM 

The issue of spelling and form of transcription is a matter which 
raises the strongest passion among document editors. We only need 
to remember the "Great Spelling Controversy of 1867" which nearly 
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ingly to use Internet Web sites and to post current documents, one 
can envisage placement of these materials in some type of electronic 
archive that grows over time, allowing available electronic search 
and retrieval of documents. 

In choosing among methods as in developing an approach, form 
and character of a volume, a good editor must carefully weigh the na
ture of the material in the light of the range of people wbo sbould use 
it and how it can best be presented for the most appropriate audi
ence. In this day that means also an eye toward production costs. Pe
culiarities of spelling and punctuation are important to philologists, 
a joy to antiquarians, routine to the average historian and repulsive 
to both typesetters and ordinary readers. Whatever the choice, some
one will be displeased; it is a matter of choosing friends and con-

• • seTVlng enemIes . 
1b look at published naval documents from another angle, let us 

take a general look at the overall body of material that has appeared. 
The bulk of it is found in the over 140 Navy Records Society volumes 
and the fifty-eigbt volumes published by the U.S. Navy. Beyond that, 
the material is scattered. At the present time, none of the naval bib
liographies provides an accurate means to identify the full range of 
documentary sources in print. The most difficult of all to find are the 
stray items pubbshed in journals, tagged on as appendices to other 
works, included in document collections relating to different special
ties or lost in the morass of government publications. A perceptive 
naval bibliographer could do a great service by compiling a thor
oughly researched and carefully organized list of published docu
ments. So much bad naval history has been written that we would 
all be well served if we could quickly and easily find references to the 
accessible foundation stones that are already in print. Reference to 
good sources is the best means in improving the standards of naval 
history and in raising naval history to an academically respectable 
level. A greater body of published naval documents is necessary to do 
it; documents are the essential foundation of historical scholarship. 

In an overall view of published naval documents in America and 
in England, the five categories I have talked about and the long se
ries of operational dispatches published by the U.S. Navy show the 
same general patterns. First, we can see that the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries up to 1815 dominate the scene. Much less has 
been done for the earlier period, and work on the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries is spotty. We have no volume of select documents 
in eitber British or American naval history, which effectively gives 
an accessible and representative collection of sources for the general 
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student to use. The disparate and varied sources which have been 
published have clear cut and valuable purposes behind them. One 
can point to a variety of volumes that contain insights into the naval 
profession which have deep significance and enduring value in un
derstanding the formulation of naval strategy and tactics. We have 
at our fingertips the basis for understanding the function, purpose, 
limitations and contribution of navies; yet the synthesis remains to 
be done. 

All of us who put our hand to editing documents have a deep re
sponsibility to observe the highest scholarly standards making them 
as useful as possible to those who read and study naval history. We 
must show clearly that our choice of documents for publication is not 
merely serendipitous or random, but the product of careful thought 
and deep understanding in relation to the contribution which the 
material makes to our general field of study. Too often, editors of 
naval documents have produced a volume which stands authorita
tively on the shelf but is never read or understood . Our purpose is 
clear, but the contribution intended has not yet been achieved. There 
is much to be done if the insights and interpretations offered by care
fully edited volumes are to be fully accepted as part of the historical 
literature, not merely sources for experts. The fault lies with docu
ment editors who fail to explain their purpose and the meaning of 
their contribution as well as with those readers who limit their un
derstanding by assuming too quickly that an analytical or narrative 
work is the only means by which the development of historical opin
ion can proceed. Perhaps we would be wise to remember Samuel 
Pepys's reflection on the issue as he contemplated his own projected 
history of the Royal Navy. Documents and memoirs, he wrote, 

are true and useful stars) whilst studied histories are those stars joined 
in constellations, according to the fancy of the poet.50 

Editors of historical documents cannot look successfully at these 
stars without understanding the nature of the galaxy in which they 
lie. They must rationally explain to readers their order of magnitude 
and judge their place in the heavens beyond. 

NOTES 
This is a revised and up-dated version of an essay that originally ap

peared in Editing Naual Documents: Selected Papers {rom the Sixth 
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Naual History Symposium, U.S. Naual Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, 
29 September 1983. (Washington, DC: Naval Historical Center, 1984). 

1. G. Philip Bauer, "Public Archives in the United States," In Support of 
Clio: Essays in Memory of Herbert A. Keelar, ed. William B. Hesseltine 
and Donald R. McNeil (Madison, 1958), pp. 57, 62. 

2. An outline history of the office responsible for most of these pubHcations 
appears in William James Morgan and Joye L. Leonhart, A History of 
the Dudley Knox Center for Naual History (Washington, 1981). See also 
the unpublished study by John McElroy, "Office of Naval Records and 
Library, 1882-1946," in the Navy Department Library, Washington, 
D.C. 

The Naval Historical Center and its predecessors published all the 
volumes, except the volume on the Spanish-American War: Bureau of 
Navigation, U.S. Navy Department, Naual Operations of the War with 
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